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Trash or treasure? To Adam
C~:cil, his tmsh was just a hassle
until he decided to put it up for
auction on eBay. Now it ha:.
turned from a stink into a gold
mine.

Murray State junior guard
Chris Shumate soars for a
jam during MSU's 66-63
loss to Austin Peay on
Saturday. Covcr..tge of the
nationally televised game
is inside.

january 17, 2003
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Internet steps-up competition
for ·students' textbook money
The scarc:h for cheap college
texthooks is a tradition on campuses throughout the country. But
instead of standing in long lines or
visiting a local competitor, students can now obtain their books
online.
Onhne ~tores such as eCampus.com offer students an alternative to university bookstores. Mike
Montgomery, CEO and president
of cCampus.com, said his store can
out-sell university stores because it
offers a wide variety of :.tudentoriented products.
"Mo"t of our prices, if you com·
pare 11 c.d to u.sed and new to new,
we are almost always cheaper
(than university stores)." Mont·
gomery said.
In addition to online stores,
other tcxthook t>ites provide students with the best prices for text-

books from other sites. Studentmarket.com was originally founded as a textbook exchange until it
began offering price comparisons
between competing Web sites, said
Oren Bilgram, director of student
services at Studentmarket.com.
"They can make an informed
decision quickly and can save a
few bucks in the process," Bilgram
said.
Bob Bradley, owner of Bradley
Book Co., said online stores cannot compete with regular textbook
stores because of problems ranging from strains on delivery to
pricing.
''Especially new books. they are
so inflated online, that 1 can't
imagine anybody buying a new
hook online," Bradley said.
Bradley Books has been in busi·
ness for 17 years in Murray.

Algebra&
Trigonometry

Bradley said he marks his prices !percent less than the University on
new books and 5-percent less on
used books.
Bradley said the University
Store's higher prices result from a
larger staff.
"They have 10 times the
employees to do three times the
business," Bradley said.
Bradley also said his business
offers full service for students buying books, unlike the University
Store.
"Today, the way it happens at
the Curris Center is like (students)
walking into McDonald) at lunch
time and making their own cheeseburgers," Bradley said.
While several claim to be able to
beat a university's bookstore in
prices, Jack Vaughn, University
Store manager. disagrees. Vaughn

said textbooks arc sold at the same
price no matter the quantity and
that claims of price reductions may
not always be true.
"Our National Association of
College Stores watch that very
closely, and when somebody says
that, stores managers like myself
ask, 'How can they do that?"'
Vaughn said.
The University Store uses iivc
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book stores cannot compete with
private stores because of the motivation of private owners.
"Murray State University Store
is my competition. and I am a bet·
ter deal. and I have beuer serv•ce
than them," Bradley said. "But the
Murray State University bookstore
is, I personally feel, one of the
very best ... in,titutionnlly run
bookstores thtll has ever hecn.''
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Peoples: A Global History

Western Liter ature
In a Wor ld Context
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different used-book companies to
maintain its stock of 25-pcrcent
used boOks, 5 percent above the
national average. Vaughn said.
"lf it's been out a semester or
two, were goang to have used
books whether they've been used
on this campus or not because we
nre going to get out there anu hustle and lind them," Vaughn said.
Rradley said institutional text-
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University recruits former Florida State quarterback McPherson
by Chris J ung
spurts editor

knny Hahn/The News

Former Florida Suate quarterback sophomore
Adrian McPherson looks on Saturday d uring Murray Statc"s basketball game against Austin Peay.

Former Florida State quaner·
back Adrian McPherson is coming to town, and he is bringing
his gear with him. For now,
however, it is unknown whether
or not the former Florida Mr.
Football and Mr. Basketball will
need it.
McPherson was recently in
the media spotlight after being
released by Head Coach Bobby
Bowden and Florida State on
Nov. 25. The sophomore was
questioned by police and university officials regarding the
possible theft of a blank check.
Following
questioning,
McPherson was arre~ted and
charged with misdemeanor theft
for stealing a blank check from
a truck-accessory store in Tulia·
hassee and felony grand theft
for rcl·eiving stolen goods after
the checlc was cal>hcd. McPherson surrendered and cooperated
with police and was released on
bail.
Tallahassee police also appre·
hended Melvin Caper~ Jr., a
high-school friend of McPherson's, who was charged with

grand theft and passing a forged
check. Police said Capers
cashed n $3,500 check and
allegedly gave the money to
McPherson, who then gave
Capers $30 "to get something to
eat."
Murray State Athletic Director E.W. Dennison said
although McPherson has had
prohlems, he is more concerned
with helping the former Semi·
nolc move on with his eduea·
tion .
"All college kills make mistakes," Dennison said. "But ull
kids deserve a :;ccond chance to
get a degree. Public in!-ititution~
should not tum their backs on
students that make mistakes. If
we can help him work out his
problems, then it's a great ~iiUa
tion for both ~ides."
With McPherson'_, transfer
announcement waiting to be
made oflicial by the University,
Murray State ha5 now launched
its own internal invc!-tigation
under the guidance of the
NCAA. Allegations involving
..questionable recruiting tactics''
is the crux of the accusation as
described by McPherson's
attorney. Grady lr\'in Jr.

Irvin told the "St. Petersburg
Times" that MSU Head Coach
Joe Pannunzio contacted him on
Dec. 30 tn sec if he cnu ld 1ntcrvenc in helping McPherson lind
a new school.
"I told him, 'Thanks. but no
thanks,'" Irvin satd. "He then
showed up m Bradenton at the
McPhersons' door. and Adrian's parents rejected him at that
time. We are dispatching a letter
Ill thl~ NCAA saying th;tt Murray State was trying to recruit
Adrian hefore Fl(lrid;• Stnte
released tum."
That spccilic occurrence clid
not occur until Jan. 7. llowcvcr.
if Pannunz.io had any prior contact, Mumty State may be in
jeopardy of violating on NCAA
rule.
Pannunzio sa1d both he ami
McPherson arc in agreement
thut McPhcrsnu was the nne
rcsponsihlc· for initialing con·
tact, not Mu1 ray State.
"Right now I have to make
sure the integrit) of the university 1s protected." Dcnmson
said. "We've had a great tr<tck
record with the NCAA O\ er the
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Racer football 2003 begins
at University of Kentucky
by Chris Jung
:-pons editor

Murr3y State Athletic Director E. W. Denmson has tcnta·
tively announced that the Murray State football team w11l
open its 2003 season on Sept. 6
against the University of Kentucky.
Dennison said the agreement
is strictly vcrhal ~~ this point,
and Murray Statc"s legal
department still needs to give
its final approval in the ncgoti·
atton process.
"We're extremely excited
uhout this opportunity," Denni. son said. "We've negotiated
with Kentucky fo1 some tunc. I
pcr~oonall y have sent 1hem llll email every week regarding
mtercst in a game with them.''
The meeting between the
Racers and Wildcuts would be
a firM on the football field, and
llead Coach Joe Pannun1.io
snid he is thrilled at the opportunity.

"Any ktd from Kentucky
dreams to ploy the Wildcats,"
Pannun;do Silld. "This would
be a neat thmg for us to do, and
1f you can't get excited over a
game like this, then there is
definitely a problem."
Dennison also announced
that the athletic department is
currcnlly working on arranging
a 12th game on the l{acers'
2003 schedule ugainst un Ivy
League school such as Harvard
or Princewn
"With our recent distinction
us 'Kentucky'-. Pubhc Ivy University,' we thought it would
be fun to schedule a game
between Kenwcky's ivy school
against un actu:rl Ivy league
~cftool," Dennison suid.
The defending Ohro Valley
Conference Champion Racers
ended their 2002 season wilh a
loss to eventual Division 1-AA
Champion Western Kentucky
in the first round of the playoffs. Spnng practice for the
team will begin soon .

news editor: Marti Owen
~t news editor: Seth
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teller Steve Ross will tell stories
in the Scottish tradition and
bagpiper Russel Moore will
provide entertainment.
For more information or
reservations, phone the Caledonian Society at 753-5225.

Cindy Keeling. junior from St. Louis, and Chris Futch,
junior from Murray, grab a cup of coffee before their
trek across the snowy campus T hursday afternoon.

CHA application due
for fa.culty in February
The deadline for applying to
teach in the Summer 2003
Commonwealth Honors Acad·
emy (CHA) is Feb. 7. The program will run from June 9 to
July 4. faculty application
forms and information about
the program are available on
the CHA Web site:
www.murraystate.edu/cha.
fur mnre information, phone
Ken Wolf at 762-6582.

United Way.request s
Univ~rsity support
TI1e Murray-Callaway Coun·
ty United Way is asking for
support from the Murray com·
munity and Murray State. The
United Way is 10-percent short
of a $305,000 goal to support
local agencies. All gifts
remain within the 17 local
agencies supported by the
Murray-Callaway
, County
United Way. The campaign
l'tmcludL•s Jan. 31 .
For more information, phone
762·3165 on campus or 7530317 off campus.

Flynn at 7 p.m. Jan. 31 in
Wrather Auditorium. Flynn
was an associate provost and
associate professor at Murray
State. She died late last semes·
ter.

762-1119.

Faculty, staff proposals
due for presentations
Murray State faculty and
professional staff can deliver
presentations in Germany this
summer on topics related to
the seminar theme of "Europe
in Transition." Proposals are
due Jan. 31, and 10 will be
selected for development.
Grants for the selected proposals will be given by the provost
to cover program costs in
Europe.

Supper to celebrate
wm life of Scottish poet

Wrather Auditorium
to host Flynn service
A Celebration of Life service
will be held for the late Sandra

The Murray·Calloway County Hospital Blood Bank will
host a blood drive on Wednes·
day at the Blood Bank from 8
a.m. to 4 p.m. The Blood Bank
has announced a shortage of all
blood types and will make
donors eligible for the eight·
week Power Wheel drawing as
well as a drawing for a $25
Wal-Mart gift card.
Donors must be at least 18
years of age, in good health,
weigh at least 110 pounds and
pass brief physical and health·
history exams before donation.
To make a donation appoint·
ment, phone the Blood Bank at

The Caledonian Society of
Murray will hold its annual
Bums Night Supper at the
Murray Women's Club on
Vine Street on Feb. 1. A reception will be held from 6 to 6:30
p.m. Supper will be served at
6:45p.m.
.
The event celebrates the birth
of Scottish poet Robert Bums
and reservations are requin.>d.
Murray State professor
Robert Valentine will serve as
master of ceremonies, story·

the murray state news·
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mail.
Students who plan to file
electronically should apply
now for a Personal Identification Number (PIN). To apply
for a PIN: •.vww.pin.ed.gov.
For more information about
student
financial
aid:
www.kheaa.com.

Hospital Blood Bank
to host blood drive

Karri Wurth!The New5
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Thursday, Jan. 9
6:17 a.m. The Murray Police
Department was notifictf of a non·
injury accident at Waldrop Drive
and Hwy. 121.
11:58 a.m. The Murray Police
Department was notified of a noninjury accident involving ~ Murray State ,·ehicle on Hamilton
Drive.
9:35 p.m. A citation was issued for
expired registration at Five Points.

Professon to present

research at convention
Two Murray State professors have been invited to present their research on contemporary radio to the annual
convention of the Popular
Culture and American Culture Associations in New
Orleans in April 2003.
Bob Lochte and John DilJon,
both professors in the depart·
ment of journalism and mass
communication, have been
investigating different aspects
of radio. Lochte's work con1
cerns the growth of Christian
radio in the United States, and
Dillon's paper looks at short·
wave-radio broadcasting.

Friday, Jan. 10
9:46 a.m. A subject reported the
lo~s of a TI-85 or TI-87 calculator
on campus.
10:45 a.m. There was a report of a
stop sign that had possibly bcm
shot with a shotgun. A report was
taken.
10:50 a.m. A subject turned in two
sets of keys and a Racercard found
in the Center for Teaching and
Learning Technology.
11:05 p.m. A verbal warning was
issued for disregarding n stop sign
in thP dorm circle in front of Clark
College.

Boat and outdoor show
to begin today at RSEC March, guest speakers
to honor life of King

The 19th Annual West Ken·
tucky Boat and Outdoor Show
will be held at Murray State's
Regional Special Events Center
today and Sunday. There will
be displays and free seminars
for outdoor enthusiasts of all
kinds during the three-day
event. Topics will include fish.
ing, boating, pontoons, pleasure boats, ATVs, motorcycles
and personal watercraft.
For more information about
the show, including how to
become a vendor, phone (270)

492-6477.

Financial-aid fonns
available on Internet
Students seeking financial
aid for the 2003-04 academic
year should file the Free Application for Federal Student Aid
(FAFSA)
online
at
www.fafsa.ed.gov as soon as
possible after Jan. 1. Piling
online will get results seven to
14 days faster than if filing by

Saturday, Jan. 11

A Martin Luther King Jr.
Commemoration Service and
March will be held at 10 a.m.
Monday in the Curris Center
Ballroom. The guest speaker
will be Gerald Smith, director
of African-American studies at
the University of Kentucky.
Following the service, a
march will begin in front of the
Curris Center. Participants
will travel down Chestnut and
Fourth streets, ending at the
Murray-~alJoway
County
Judicial Building where mayor
Tom Rushing and County
Judge Larry Elkins will speak.
A viewing of the documentary "Living the Story: The
Civil Rights Movement in Kentucky" will be held at 6 p.m. in
the Curris Center Theatre with
Dr. Smith as guest speaker.

11:05 a.m. An officer requested
animal control for a loose dog on
campus. The officer lqter found the
owner of the dog.
7;17 p.m. A subject reported her
car had been hit while parked at
Hester College. No report was
taken.
7:28 p.m. A Racer Patrol officer
turned in a Racercard that had
been left at the Regional Special
Events Center. A report was taken.

Sunday, Jan. 12

,

I

Campus Briefly is compiled by
Seth Combs, a:"sista11t nt''WS editor.

11:40 a.m. A subject reported two
stray dogs by a caU box at Wilson
Hall. The Sheriff's Department
was :~dvised to contact nnimal con·
trol.
6:09p.m. An international student
at an airport in Atlanta called to
tcqt.Jest sllmcone pick h~r up from
a Nash,·iU~ :hitport later that
evening. The Interri'atiorlnl Studies
1
Office was notified.
11:49 p.m. The Murray Police

Department requested officerl
assistance for n possible domestiQ$
dispute on Hamilton Drive. A
report was taken.

Monday, Jan. 13

d
I

12:49 a.m. A Racer Patrol officer
turned in a speeding citation •
found in the dorm circle. Thet
owner was notified.
2:12 p.m. A caller reported a credit
card had been stolen from a resi·
dential-coUege room.
1
2:29 p.m. A caller reported a stolenr
computer cord and surge protector •
from a Regents College room. A i
report was taken.

Tuesday, Jan. 14

It
~

12:01 a.m. A caller H'ported her

tl~levision was missing from hl'r

1

0

Hart College room. A report was
t.lken.
12:38 a.m. A caller reported some'
one tried to break into his Miller
Street apartm<.>nt. The caller was
referred to the Murray Police!
Department.
3:47 p.m. A student reported she
had locked her keys in her car in
the Curris Center pnrking lot, but
had already found her keys when1
an officer arrived.

a

Wednesday, Jan. 15
12:54 a.m. The Hart College resi·
dence director reported a smoke·
detector was r.mdomly going off.
4:47 p.m. The Murrny Polict?
Department reque's ted an officer to
remove a person from Murray
Reality Tattoo Shop at the owner's
I
request.
i
6:15 p.m. A Springer College resident adviser reported a resident of
her college was being harassed by
two male subjects in the Curris
Ccnt<:r the previous afternoon.

Motorists assists - 3
Racer escorts • 9

Police BCDt i~> compilrd by Seth
CdlriW, !ISSi5'fnJ!t· h8UIS. cditCJr~ • ~~ld;;
Marci Owen, n~s editor, from mate·
rials provided by Publi• Safety. All

dis]'atched en/Is an• 11ot listed.

SE SIGNALS

•

10
1 Senator for College of Education
· 1 Senator at Large Position

Applications available in
SGA office
1st Floor of Curris Center
'

Interviews will be Wed. January 29th
at 5 p .m. in Barkley Room
Applications due back to SGA office
by Wed. Jan. 29th by noon.
r

I

·'

performed by
Christian
Murphy,
Gwendolyn
Druyor and
Gail Stern

-world briefly
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•state
Judge drops two allegations
against Patton in Conner lawsuit
FRANKFORT (AP) - A judge dismissed
one pf the two remaining aJiegations made
by Tina Conner in her lawsuit against Gov.
Paul Patton.
Franklin County Circuit Judge Roger
Crittenden ruled Tuesday that Patton did
not defame Conner when he initially
denied having a sexual relationship with
her.
However, Crittenden ruled that Conner
may pursue a claim that Patton's conduct
was outrageous. The ruling likely means
that Patton will be questioned under oath
by Conner's attorney during a deposition.
Sheryl Snyder, Pa'.ton's lawyer, said he
was encouraged that Crittenden hinted
that the last allegation might never go to
trial. Crittenden said he will decide after
more evidence is compiled whether to dismiss Conner's last claim.

Bunning says fate likely positive
for Kentucky mi_litary Installations
LOUISVILLE (AP) · Fort Knox and other
Kentucky military installations are not likely
targets for a round of base closings, Sen. Jim
Bunning said Tuesday after a briefing with
Army commanders.
Although too early to tell the results of base
realignments and closings, a discussion with
Anny commanders focused on plans that
extend into 2009, years after the shutdowns,
Bunning said. Bunning met on Monday with
commanders from Fort Knox and its Virginia·
based supervising post, the Anny Training
and Doctrine Command at Fort Monroe.

State budget deficit falls short
of legislators' expectations
FRANKFORT (AP) • A budget shortfall
may be less than expected in the current fiscal
year but worse in the fiscal year that begins
July 1, Gov. Paul Patton's top budget officer
told legislators Tuesday.
That could be significant because Senate
leaders said last week that Patton should cut
spending to stay within budget this year, then
let the General Assembly take action to cover
the second year.
Testifying to the interim joint Appropriations and Revenue Committee, Mary Lassiter,
the acting state budget director, said the
shortfall now seems more likely to be $97 million this year and $398 million next year.

•nation
Bush opposes Michigan
afllrmative-adion law

New York

vetoes
cell-phone resbic:tions
mayor

WASHINGTON (AP)
NEW YORK (AP) · Mayor
President Bush plans to chal· Michael Bloomberg, saying a
lenge a University of Michigan "Shush!" might work better
program that gives preference than a fine, vetoed a bill Tues·
to minority students, telling day that would ban the usc of
the Supreme Court there are cell phones at public perforbetter ways to promote diver- mances.
sity, ~dministration officials , "We do not hesitate to
say.
shush," Bloomberg wrote in a •
Justice Department and letter to the city clerk to veto
White House attorneys, acting the bill. "Some standards of
on Bush's orders, worked conduct, not directly affecting
Tuesday night on a brief argu· public health or safety, can
ing against programs that gave best be enforced not through
black and Hispanic students legislation but through less
an advantage when applying formal means."
to the university and its law
school.
Under the legislation, the
The lawsuit brought by ban would include concerts,
three white stud ents is the movies, plays, lectures, dance
biggest affirmative-action case performances,
museums,
in a decade, a political light- libraries and galleries. Talkning rod as Bush struggles to ing on a cell phone, listening
increase his party's appeal to on one or even having one
minorities.
ring during a performance
would constitute a violation
and a $SO fine.
· New lung cancer test
The City Council, which
needs more research
passed the bill last month, has
CHICAGO (AP) A new type enough votes to override
of cr scan promoted as a means Bloomberg's veto. 1t was
of detecting lung cancer at its unclear Tuesday night when
earliest stages is unproven, can a council vote would take
lead to invasive testing and p lace.
would probably not be cost·
effective as a widespread
Students challenge
screening tool, researchers say.
The so-called spiral CT scans school suspension
involve scanners that view the
SPRINGFlELD, Mass. (AP)
lungs and surrounding tissue at High school students who
various angles and can spot were suspended for handing
pea-sized growths. The 'scans
out candy canes with rcli·
are heavily promoted over the
gious messages to classmates
Internet and on television.
are suing school officials,
But the new tests cost hundreds of dollars, are not cov- claiming their First Amendered by insurance, and may ment rights were violated .
Six of the seven Westfield
lead to more diagnostic proce·
High
students who received
dures such as surgery. Until
one-day,
in-sch ool suspen·
solid data shows the tests are
sions
took
part in the lawsuit
beneficial, most people may
want to hold off on getting the filed Monday in federal
tests, researchers said in an court. They are asking a
analysis that appears in judge to declare uncoru;tituWednesday's "Journal of the tional the SchOOl'S I fU)~
American Medical Associa· against distributing anything '
tion."
unrelated to school activities.

The Murray State News
is looking for

Sales Representatives
for the 2003 Spring
semester.
No experience necessary
and competitive wages!
Apply at The Murray State News
1st floor Wilson Hall
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~~German
-------------------------------------entering the compound, he Governments ready
officials
outlaw Islamic group
BERLIN (AP) - Germany's top law enforcement official outlawL>d an
Islamic
organization
Wednesday, citing the
spread of anti-Semitic and
anti-Israel propaganda to
explain the third such ban
since Sept. 11 .
Little is known about the
organization and structure
of Hizb ut-Tahrir, but German authorities say the
group, whose name means
''Liberation party," advocates the destruction of
Israel and has called for the
killing of Jews.
In conjunction with the
ban, police raided 30 properties in five of Germany's
16 states, seil'ing propaganda but making no
arrests.

Iraqi officials delay
weapons inspectors
BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP)
U.N. arms experts visited
a presidential palace compound Wednesday in the
heart of Baghdad, spending four hours searching
two office complexes there
after being kept waiting at
the gate for 15 minutes by
security guards.
Dimitri Perricos, chief of
operations for the inspection team, said the U.N.
experts also stayL'CI longer
than anticipated in the
complex, located in the alKaradah distnct, becnuse
the Iraqi official who had
keys to four safes was not
there and took two hours
to arrive.
Perrkos did not say
what the inspectors were
looking for, but added that
thev did not take away_
·t ~ ··
u
anything from the sa~.
The quarer-hpur delay m

added, was bec<lliSC Iraqi
officials had to seek perrruss!On from "higher
authority" to allow the
inspectors in.
"It was fine. We got permission at the end. We did
not lose anythin&· because
the site we w.lnted to
inspect was under observation as we wailed,'' Perri·
cos told a news briefing.

Israelis close two
Palestinian colleges

to help North Korea
MOSCOW (AP) • The
head of the International
Atomic Energy Agency
said Wednesday that other
countries are widely ready
to help North Korea if it
resumes compliance with
nuclear agreements and
that Russia's plan to send
an envoy there could be a
catalyst in ending the crisis.
At a news conference
after meeting with Russian
Foreign Minister Igor
Ivanov, Mohamed ElBaradei said that recent consultations with other governments showed "there is
full readiness ... once North
Korea starts to come into
compliance, to look favorably to North Korea's security concerns, North Korea's economic needs."

JERUSALEM (AP)
Meting out punishment
for deadly bombings.
Israel on
Wednesday
closed two Palestinian colleges in the West Bank
town of I Iebron, and
pumped cement into three
east Jerusalem homes
belonging to convicted
militants, n.'ndcring them
uninhabitable.
And in scilltered clashes, Police confiscate
three Palestinians were
counterfeit money
shot dead in the West
ROME (AP)- Police have
Bank, and more than 20
seized over $1 million in
suspected militants were
cpunterfeit U.S. $100 bills
detained in arrest sweeps.
and
were
searching
according to Palestinians
Wednesday for the printing
and the Israeli army.
presses that churned out
In Hebron, Israel shut
what authorities said were
down the Islamic Universi·
startlingly authentic-lookty and the Polytechnic ing bank notes.
Institute as pnrt of its
The bills were found in
response to lhe Palestinian lhe Rome apartment of two
suicide bombing earlier Italians linked to the capi"
this month that killl~d 23 tal's organized crime gangs,
people in Tel Aviv.
said the counterfeiting
Israel's Cabinet said last investigative unit of the
week it intended to shut national customs police.
down three Palestinian
Police said they suspectcolleges, and the army said ed the fake money was
Wednesday that some stu- going to be relc:~sed in the
dents at the two shuttered Middle East. Also seized in
institutions belong to mili- the raid were authentic
tant groups, such ns notes (rom Middle Eastern
Hamas and Islamic Jihad, countries, in particular
and have used the facilities Iraqi dinars, the police said.
to
• plan
n and launch attacks.
several thousand 5tudents World Britjly is C<>mpiled by
Adam L Mathis, wire editor.
,attend the two colleges.

• •
optnton

o pinio n edito r : Severo Avila
phone: 762-4468
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Concert numbers need boost
Our View
ISSUE:

What concert would you
like to see at Murray State
this year? Why?
"Aerosmith,
because they are
a classic band,
and people would
enjoy it."
WC.'Iley Turner
scphomols, Dover, T(l()n.

"Scarface and
Flip, because Flip
went platinum,
and Scarface gets
everybody
krunk."

There has
recently been a
lack of concerts
that appeal to a
majority of students.

Concert organizers can take a
nostalgic
approach with
chart-toppers of
the past, or students can decide
if they want to
pay more to see
the big names.

Jason Wilkins
freshman, Murray

"27 B Stroke 6 the music is original, and you can
realJy get into the
instruments."
Jennifer Cooley
freshman. Paris. Tenn.

"A hip-hop concert. because it
my favorite kind
of music."

is

Where have all the concerts gone?
Although students have their own ideas
about what constitutes a good concert, we
believe most would agree Murray State has
not had many in recent memory.
In 2002 Murray State hosted five concerts: Ingram Hill, 1964 - The Tribute. the
Honkytonk Tailgate Party. Nelly and Nickelback. This was a good effort by the Student Government Association and the
Campus Activities Board. but students
want to see more concerts and bigger
names. We want bands that appeal to a
wide range of students, not just a select
group.
Last year Southern Illinois University
held 12 concerts, hosting James Taylor,
Spinal Tap and Pink, among others. UTMartin had six concerts, including Fuel,
112 and KC & the Sunshine Band. Western
Kentucky University went retro by booking
Tiffany.
We realize money is an issue if we want
big-name groups to come to Murray State.
but it can be done. Most Niurray State students were born or grew up during the '80s,
and everyone is fami liar with the music from disco beats to plaintive rock ballads.
Why not bring some of the groups to Murray State?
An informal poll in the newsroom
revealed the following I 0 ideas for concerts this year. These groups would be
more affordable than current chart toppers
and bring back an air of nostalgia.
I. Captain & Tennille- With hits such as
"Do That to Me One More Time" and
1 "Love Will Keep Us Together," students
could once again be grooving to the soulful
sounds of the '80s.
2. The Bangles - This all-girl group
rocked in the '80s and is still touring today.
We can see Murray State students surviving the "Hazy Shade of Winter" by "Walking Like an Egyptian."
3. Bon Jovi - Pricey, hut if students are
willing to pay big bucks. this could be the
highlight of the year.
4. Donna Summer and Gloria Gaynor These are the disco queens themselves. Just
imagine them belting out "Hot Stuff' and
"I Will Survive" in the RSEC.
5. Kool & the Gang - Come on, can you
get any more '80s than the guy~ who
brought us ''Ladies Night," "Jungle Boogie" and ''She.'s So Fresh''?
6. They Might Be Giants - Sure, maybe
they are not the ideal picture of collegiate
nostalgia, but the chance to experience cult
favorites such as "Particle Man" and
"Istanbul/Constantinople'' performed live
would draw more than just the Murray
State fan base.
7. The Doobie Brothers - Country-based
rock? It works on so many levels.

8. Nena - She could sing ''99 Luftballoons'' in English and German . Think of
the extra credit you could get from the
modem languages department.
9. Def Leppard - "Pour Some Sugar on
Me" - need we say more?
I 0. The Talking Heads - These guys
could bring down the house with their hit
"Bumin' Down the House.''
These are merely suggestions. Ideally,
students should be polled to get an idea of
who they would like to see and who they
would pay to see. Using such methods,
ottier schools have successfully allowed
students to decide on concerts.
We sugge!'.t the CAB get a list of potential performers. with their rates, and have

students choose who they would like to
see, knowing the price may be higher than
concerts in the past. If CAB can devise a
way to find out the number of students
willing to pay for certain performers, they
can safely book those performers.
Murray State students would rather pay
more money for bigger names than less
money for bands that evoke little enthusiasm.

The staff editorial is the majority opinion
of the editorial board of "The Murray
State News. " The editorial board is composed of all section editors.

Zouhir Dri.ra
freshman. Tunfs1a

jenny Hahn/The News
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"The Murray State News· strives to be the
University community's source for informa·

lion.
Our goal is to present that Information in
a fair and unbiased manner and also provide a free and open forum for expression
and debate.
·rhe Murray State News• offers a hands·
on learmng environment for those students
interested In journalism or other fields relating to the prodUCtion of a newspaper.
Tho campus press should be free from
censorShip and advance approval of copy;
and. its edttors should be free to develop
their own editorial and news policies.
"The Murray State News" ts prepared and
edited by students and is an offtcial publication of Murray State University. The first
copy of "The Murray State News• is free .
Additional copies are available for 25 cents
at 111 Wilson Hall

]ace
Rabe
._If Murray State
and those responsible for the
granting of tenure
have enough confidence to award
tenure to a professor, they should
also have enough
confidence that
the professor will
remain committed
to teaching and
perform well
throughout the
entire school
year."

Faculty evaluations have long been a controversial topic here at Murray State. Some
faculty believe students should not have
access to their evaluations, while students feel
they have the right to view evaluations
because they are '"paying customers." In my
opinion, not only are evaluation:. necessary,
but they are vital to ensure that students are
receiving the highest-quality education avail able.
Evaluations are simply methods to keep our
professors accountable for providing the best
instruction they can. Without evaluations.
complacency will have no check.
Currently. the Student Government Associ ation is able to release fall evaluations online
on our Web site, www.msusga.com, under the
category "The Source." We use only fall evaluations because this is the only time in which
all faculty (both tenured and nontenured) are
required to submit their evaluations. The
spring-semester evaluations are n different
story. While nonrcnured faculty are required
to submit their evaluations. tenured faculty
are not.
Let me share some figures with you .
According to our 200 I -02 "Murray State Un1··
versity Fact Book." our University employs
376 full-time faculty. Of the 376 full-time
faculty members. 195 are tenured. That is
roughly 53 percent of the faculty employed at
Murray State. This means I95 professors are
not being held accountable for the classe:-.
they teach each spring semester. Sure, there
are exception:. to thi~ rule. Some tenured faculty members do submit evaluations in both
semesters. <tnd they deserve applause from the
student body.
To address :.orne of the concerns expres~ed
by students and faculty over this i~sue. SGA
and the Faculty Senate are working collaboratively to make the published results of the
evaluations more informath e to students and
agreeable to faculty. Earlier this year, a committee was established composed of students
and faculty members who have been working

fessor, they should also have enough confito address this issue.
I must say the current faculty we are work- dence that ihe professor will remain commiting with have been nothing but receptive to ted to teaching and perform well throughout
our ideas and are genuinely interested in stu· the entire school year. Thus, evaluations
dent neel.ls. This has led to a great deal of pro· would not serve as a threat but an affirmation
ductive dialogue in addressing a number of each semester that the tenured faculty member
important student concern~ .
did indeed deserve tenure.
l for one salute our faculty for their willingfoin;t, the que~tions we currently u~e to evaluate our professors arc too ambiguous and ness and commitment to evaluations by utilit.general. We feel an additional five or LO ques- ing them to provide their students w ith innovtions need to be added to the current evalua- ative instruction.
tio n!; de<~ling specifically with criteria stuAs SGA "'orks on ways to encourage
dents want Lo know when determining tenured faculty to submit evaluations in both
whether to enroll in a particular professor's the fall and spring semesters, we need your
cla<;s.
help. First, SGA can design the additional
Second, there is no logical reason why questions we would like to see on the evaluatenured faculty are not required to submit tions, but that is not what we want to do. We
evaluations for the spring semester. This are here to represent you. We would like you
gives the impression that tenured professors to stop by the SGA office or e-mail your proonly need In offer quality education during posed questions to me at jace.rabe@murthe fall semester. Over half of our professors raystate.edu. Now is the time to voice your
are not being held accountable for the ways opinion. You have the chance to shape the
they teach in the spring.
ways in which our professors are being evalu Nationally. rclea~ing faculty evaluations ated.
Second, voice your concerns to your respechas increasingly become comrnonpla<:e on
nhiSt public· university c ampuses. At Murray tive dean~ . Stress to them the importance of
State. 1 do not feel thi~ is a major problem. In the evaluations. The deans of your respective
my opinion, students till not realil'c the excep- colleges have the power in determining facultional quality of our professors. Our faculty ty rewards and incentives. If particular facul are among the nation' s be:.t and play a vital ty members consistently have outstanding
role in making Murray State one of the top evaluations, the deans can reward them for ll
job well done. All too often, many of our facuniversities in the United States.
I feel our faculty will view evaluations as a ulty members go unnoticed for the jobs they
challenge to increase the quality of education perform throughout the school year.
Just as in every other sector of our society,
they are providing to students. Our faculty
have the unique opportunity to be construc- people are held accountable for their actions.
tively aitiLiued twice a year insteud of once. The public-education sector should be no difThis will enable both the faculty and students ferent. Accountability can produce very posito build an institution committed to higher tive outcomes. It makes individual:. strive to
be their best and continually improve upon
edut•ation.
'
Receiving tenure is not and should not be their methods, actions and techniques, rel>ultsomething to t:.tke lightly. The word '"tenure" ing in a higher-quality education.
is defined as "appointed for life and not ~ub
j ect to di s nm~al.'" If Murray State and those
responsible f~)r the granting ol tenure have Jace Rabe i.\ presidt•llf of the Swdelll Gol'ern enough confidence to uward tenure to a pro- ment Association.

Write to us
iThe Murray State News" welcomes commentaries and letters to the editor. Letters should be 300 words or fewer and must be signed. Contributornhould include addresses and phone numbers for verification. Please include hometown, classification. title or relationship to the Universit_y. 'The Murray State News" reserves the right to edit
or style, J~nJlh and C9fltenL
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Girl's 'Harley' vanishes from garden
My bike miraculously grew legs and pedSo I parked my Harley (that's what I named
aled itself away.
it) next to the wall so that it could gaze lovThat's right. It did. Or did it? Either that or ingly at the rocks while I was in class. 1
some bastard !:tole my bike. My Bike! I com- kicked its stand. tilted it into full rest and
pletely went off. Let me go ahead and tell walked through the gray double doors. I bet at
you, the news-reading public. of the tragedy this point you're wondering how someone
took a locked bike. They didn't. That horriof my stolen bike.
It wa~ a crisp December day in the year of ble, immoral someone took an unlocked bike.
our maker 2002. There was a slight chill in Can you believe it? Granted, it was my bad
the air, scattered clouds and variable winds. 1 for not locking it up. but it was in the damn
was a liule sluggish waking up and in doing Zen Garden- a place of peace and serenity, a
so caused myself to be a few minutes behind place where no harm can be done ... or so I
in my grooming ... but don't get me wrong, I thought. Another bike lay there once for an
was still looking good. Well, to make a long entire week, and no one touched it; but the
story longer, I pedaled through the clusters of "Hogg" sits there for two hours and gets
students. finally arriving at my destination - jacked. I mean. everyone knew it was J.
the Fine Arts Building. Now. I'm not talking Brown's "Hogg."
about the front of the building on the rail
Anyways, so I was sitting in graphic design
amongst all of those common bikes. but in the and r got this weird feeling that something's
back. For all those who know. and for all wrong. It was that feeling that a twin gets
those who don't, the back of the Fine Arts when the other has just been hit by a car- or
building holds the most sacred of places on so I've beard . So I made a mad dash out of the
campus ... the Zen Garden. It's actually a classroom. jumped over a dog and burst
Japanese rock garden, but this sounds so through the gray double doors to find that my
worst nightmare has come true. My bike was
much cooler.

gone. I just stood there, stoic. I must have
been standing in wet cement or something
because J couldn't move. This overwhelming
sense of guilt took me over because I neglected to harness my "Hogg.·•
l turned pale and began to breathe heavily
at the thought of my child being out there, all
alone. with some bastard stranger. I pulled
myself together. wiped away my tears and
made the trek to ye ol' Racer Patrol.
Once there I told the officer that my child
had been stolen. I tell you what. that grabbed
his attention. Of course. Tthen told him that it
was not a real child, but my bike. We went
through all of the red tape of fi11ing out a
statement and giving the description and what
not, and I tell you what, he just did not seem
at all interested. So 1 had to come at him hard
and let him know what he wns dealing with.
I told him that Harley and I had been
through a lot. and he was scared right now.
The officer said he'd Jet me know if they
found anything.
Readers, here's my plea to you. I know that
ye ol' patrolmen of the blue and gold aren't

:
going to look for my bike, so it's up to me. If
anyone knows the whereabouts of my bike,
please let me know. If you are the one who
took it. just return it to the garden, and I'll act
like this never happened. If you suddenly find
that your friend is riding on a new set of
wheels that he didn't previously have, please
let me know.
lf some stoner says, ..Hey, look what I
found!" he didn't find it. He stole it. If you
see little handle-bars and a red frame lying in
a ditch somewhere, let me know. Harley is a
red Mt. Storm Roadmaster with a suspension
seat. Some of the stickers have been removed.
Keep an eye out and thanks for the help.
As for that audacious SOB who ripped me
off, don't go to sleep. If I see you in a dark
alley, I will punch your teeth out, rip out your
fingernails, put them where your teeth used to
be, and then punch those out too. And on top
of that, I hope Santa didn •t bring you any presents.

Severo
Avila

"I know what
you're thinking. Planes
are stopped
for terrorists,
world leaders,
celebrities
and medical
emergencies.
Does thi s
deranged guy
think he can
stop the plane
for a
hoodie?"

In lieu of discussing serious. controversial issues this
early in the semester, I have an anecdote to pass along.
Not to harp on the whole airport-security thing, but an
interesting incident occurred on my way back to Murray from my vacation destination and home, Belize.
I should preface this little spiel with a note. I have a
navy-blue hoodie or hooded sweatshirt. whatever you
choose to call it. I have a couple of hoodies. but this
one is my favorite, and I endearingly refer to it, for no
particular reason, as my "magical hoodie."
So I'm at the airport in Belize, going through securi·
ty When I pa<;s the metal detector. l place my carry-on
bag and hoodie on the little conveyor belt. At this
point. the other passengers have boarded, and I'm
straggling behind as usual. I tinally make it to the
plane and get to my seat - right neJtt to a rather
unpleasant-smelling man. After sitting there for a
while, catching my breath, l realize that my magical
hoodie is nowhere in sight. I search frantically for my
favorite hoodie. but to no avail. Mentally reviewing
the past 20 minutes or so. I realize I left it at the end of
the conveyor belt.
Now 1 have no idea what to do. My favorite hoodie
is all alone in an airport full of strangers (any of whom
could find it. take it home and. God forbid. machinewash cold or. even worse, tumble-dry low). while I'm
sittmg m an airplane that's about to take off. I spring
from my seat, brush past the rather unpleasant·
smelling man and approach the smiling flight attendant. I tell her I have left something of great importance in the airport. I fail to mention. however. that it
is merely a hoodie. She says she doesn't think 1 can get
it because the cabin door has been closed. At this point
you can imagine my state of mi'nd. I am on the verge
of tears. (Yes. I realize I'm a deeply troubled young
man, but bear with me.) The flight attendant notices
my distress and says she'll have me speak with the
pilot.
I know what you' re thinking. Planes are stopped for
terronsts, world leaders, celebrities and medical emergencies. Does this deranged guy think he can stop the
plane for a hoodie? Let me stress that I have formed an
emotional attachment to this article of clothing. It is
my life's blood. It is my all. Without my cotton/polyester- blend companion. I cannot be.
As I walk briskly through the aisle to the front of tbe
plane. passengers in the aisle seats are aware that
something is very wrong. I reach the captain and tell
him I have left something of great importance in the
airport. again failing to mention exactly what it is . The
pilot gets on his two-way radio and contacts security
and says, "Belize security. I have a passenger who has
left something very important near the metal detector."
The voice on the other end asks the fateful question,
"What is it'?" The captain looks at me and asks what it
i.... At this point. people, you can imagine my dismay
and anxiety. Without thinking. I blurt out "my magical
hoodie," and before 1 can retract my now obviously
ludicrous statement, the captain speaks into the radio
in his most official voice and says. "Belize. it's a mag·
ical hoodie." The passengers who are straining to see
and hear what all the fuss is about have now begun to
chuckle, talk amongst themselves and point at me- the
pitiful boy who lost his hoodie. After a long pause at
the other end of the radio, the voice utters. quite seriously. "Continental, we have located a navy-blue
hoodie. but as far as I can tell. it appears to have no
magical powers whatsoever."
Whatever relief I should have fell was immediately
overshadowed by my complete embarrassment. Captain. flight attendant and first-class passengers alike
are laughing hysterically at me. The attendants open
the cabin door, and I race through the departure
lounge. When I get to the securtty area, another crowd
is waiting patiently for the boy who stopped the plane
for a so-called "magical hoodie." My mortification
compounded and ego shot, I return to the airplane to a
round of applause and laughter as I hold my hoodie triumphantly above my head. Oy!
Moral of the story? Never stop a Boeing 747 for a
hoodte. Sarcastic security agents can be merciless.

Sc,·ero Ad/a is opinion editor for "The Murray Stare
News."
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Jessica
.Brown

Jessica Brown is an illustrator for "The Mur·
ray State News. "

Student causes
.airplane fiasco
over lost hoodie
In My
Opinion

In My
Opinion
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Cliche questions, though polite,
make·poor conversation starters
Well, we must all tum away
from denial and accept yet
another fate: Another semester
of Murray has begun. After a
spectacular month of laying on
the couch watching 56 Lifetime
movies, reading new astrology
books and fighting with our
cherished families. we were
forced to return to prison, I
mean. school.
So with yet another dent in our
Nissans, we bravely returned to
the world of selflessly spending
our last dollar on cigarettes
rather than food and bravely rescuing drunk friends from going
home with members of the opposite sex twice their age. Paradise.
isn't it?
OK. so not everyone drinks or
wrecks their cars or thinks of
school as prison. Only two of the
three apply to me. I'll let you
figure out which two.
With that introduction back
into the grand city of Murray. let
us analyze a deep thought this
week. We are all very different
people with different personalities. Despite the wide diversity
and different zodiac: signs of students on campus. we are all
guilty of the same things: forced
conversation. boring conversation and lack of conversation,
Do not even try to argue with me
here. No matter how much of a
witty conversationalist we may
all be. we all fall victim to the
following scenario from time to
time.
Imagine this- you are running
to class with wet hair (that seems
to be developing ice chunks) as
you desperately try to get your
coat and shoes on simultaneously. You dive into the elevator
and see John Doe. your old dorm
buddy from three year:, ago.

Instead of saying something
catchy. you halfway smile and
say. "How are classes going?"
Then you awkwardly look away
at the numbers. grasping at
something else to say. The prob·
lem is, you are in a rut with that
terrible question. In fact, it is
certain that you will ask that
very same question at least 70
times before the first week of
school is over. I am not criticizing. I do the same damn thing
from time to time. There is an
alternative convo starter, just as
boring. that goes something like,
"How was break?'' Come on,
people.
Politeness is one thing. but do
we really care how the break was
for everyone or how classes arc
going? You are certain to get one
of two answers. "Great! How are
yours?" or "lt sucks. How are
yours?'' So why bother? Just Oip
a coin if you actually want to
know the answer.
At this point. you may feel as
though this stifled-conversation
epidemic is no big deal. Well.
maybe at a glunce it isn't. But
let's look deeper. Face it school and routine can be
wretchedly boring and restricting all by themselves.
Moments between classes are
savored by everyone. even the
nonsmokers. Why waste them
with fake. pointless questions? It
is crucial to live life to the
fu II est. even in the du II est
moments. so help the world
along by being unique and
unusual. Make people look at
you strangely or do a double take
once in a while. Ask them their
zodiac sign or what color socks
they're wearing. How do they
feel about badminton? You will
be surprised at the wacky results

you receive. People really will
not know what to think. They
will feel thrilled that you cared
enough to ask them a different
question. as if they are important
enough to ponder your offbeat
question. Self-esteems wi II surely be boosted. You will suddenly
feel like the sun is shining just
for you. And if someone happens
to glare at you in annoyed confusion. blow him or her off. Who
has time for close-minded people anyway?
Another issue to consider
changing on campus is the most
ridiculous of all. You know
when you are passing someone
you know on the way to Faculty
Hall and you look the other way
and hurry along? Why is this
done? Seriously, as long as you
do not despise the person. why
not smile or say hello? If you
cannot come up with a creative
question just yet. don't worry.
Just do not pretend to not know
the person. He knows it, and so
do you. So be a courageous soul
and offer a friendly greeting.
The worst \hat can happen is that
he or she pretends to not know
who you are. Which. in that
case, they have just not progressed yet. Give them time.
Finally, remember to give a
genuine smile to everyone you
see. unless you are having a real·
ly horrible day and feel like glaring at everyone instead. In that
case, your smile would not be
genuine anyway.
"Smile and the world smiles
with you .'' Cliche. is it not?
Well, cliches are there for a reason.

In My
Opinion

Kristen
Watson

''Moments
between
classes are
savored by
everyone,
even the nonsmokers.
Why waste
them with
fake, pointless questions?"

Kristen Warson is a staff writer
for "The Murray State News."
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Campaign slogan puts University in new league
by Adam L Mathis
wire editor

Murray State might not share the
prestige of Yale, Harvard and
Princeton, but as part of a new marketing campaign, the University has
adopted the slogan ''Kentucky's
public ivy university.''
The phrase replaces the slogan
"Education Begins Here" and will
appear on many of the University's
marketing publications. said John
McDonald. Murray State director of

marketing and public relations. It is
intended to become the predominant
Murray State slogan and is already
in use on some advertisement<;.
The slogan was chosen by University President F. King Alexander
as a way of promoting Murray
State's unique attributes, McDonald
said.
"It's important from a marketing
standpoint that we not only say
things but say things that we can
easily support, and we have the
accomplishments at this P9int to say

that statement.'" McDonald said .
McDonald said the phrase "public
ivy" elicits the idea of a campus
with strong traditions and an
emphasis on appearance, things on
which both former President Kern
Alexander and his successor have
focused.
"What makes it unique is that
those are the features you do not
often find in public universities,"
McDonald said.
Alexander said public ivy universities are traditionally affordable

and possess strong faculty and staff
outcomes, relatively small class
sizes. high graduation rates and high
graduate and alumni satisfaction .
"The phrase means that we are
among a small group of high-quality and affordable puhlic universities
... in the nation that parents and students everywhere should investigate." Alexander said. .. Also, (the
phrase means) that we are the only
public university in the state of Kentucky that has these kinds of national results and rankings.''

McDonald said Murray State's
academic traits are apparent in the
awards it has received, including a
ranking by Kaplan Inc. as a "hidden
treasure.. and ranking for 12-consecutive years as a top university in
"U.S. News & World Report."
"If there is something that fits, it
is the fact that we have had outstanding public ratings from
'Kiplinger's' and many. others,"
McDonald said.
·
However, the phrase "public ivy"
has been used in the past, notably in

the 1986 book "The Public Ivy's"
by Richard Moll . Murray State was
not included in that book's rankings.
Alexander snid the University has
since moved to u higher position
than many of the universities
included in the book.
"In 1986 we did not rank very
well nationally and could not claim
to be like any of the other institutions listed earlier," Alexander said.
Moll was unavailable for comment as of press time.

INS ·electronic database tracks international students
The SEVIS system is replacing the old
paper-based system used by the INS until
recently. New international-student information will h~ve to be made available on
SEVIS by Jan. 30. The deadline for current
student data is Aug. I.
At Murray State. the majority of the work
created by SEVIS will be handled by the
University's four internatiunal student
advisers.
''It's frustrating," Melanie McCallon,
international student adviser, said. "We're
in a transitionary period. We have to report
the information both electronically and on
paper right now."
McCallon also said the system is not without glitches.
"A number of new rules have been introduced because of the new electronic system,
and they' re really kind of vague'' McCallon
said. "There's too much left open to inter-

"The government wants to know where they
(international students) are at all times.''
Although anxiety about the surveillance
levels created by SEVIS and similar new
systems has been voiced by students acros::;
the country, Murphy said international students at Murray State have not voiced many
concerns.
"Students here are more concerned with
the amount of things they have to do," Murphy said. "(SEVIS) has simply added hurdles that foreign students have to jump
over."
Enrique Gongora, senior tfom Belize.
said the new program has not caused prohlems.
"Now there are more restraints. but you
can't blame the government," Gongora said.
'They need to know exactly who':. corning
in and out of the coutry, and we understand
that."

by Seth Combs
assisunt news editor
The United States Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS) is in the process of
implementing a new electronic database to
check the status of foreign students being
educated in the United States.
The Student and Exchange Visa Information Service (SEVIS) will require American
colleges and universities to submit a wide
range of international students' personal and
academic information to the INS. The data
collected includes class loads, local addresses, semester beginning and ending dates and
ports of entry. Failure to comply could lead
to the halting of a school's international program.
"It's basically a tracking system." Beth
Murphy, international student adviser. said.
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'ffe flnal~ popped the question ·.
t1nd ,YOU said ,Yes.

Phone:

Mon.
10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Tuts • Thurs.
10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Fri. & S.t.
10 a.m. to 8 p.m.

Congratulations! You may have been planning your ~dding
~ince you were a flo\Yer 111rl, but have you ~riously con$ii:lered
your bridal regiStry!
Choosing the perfect dress ta~s time, but choosing the perfect
items for your new home together shoulc.J be eas~·. At Vimage Rose
Emporaum, we offer bmles beautiful choices.in styles from casual to
elegant and prices to meet any budget.

762.0486

Fax:
753-7993

'i1£~~ COD~ ®tr V~OJ!R [J]r££~'ftill - ~~r!.!l.
0~ millE $©JJ®®rL ~ ~TI'OJJM!l. OOrM\!lll~@
Organic, Dietetic & Specialty Foods, Spices, Dried Fruits & Nuts,
Amish Cheese & Butter, Whole Grains & Flour, Ezekial Bread.
FOODBASED SUPPLEMENTS • WHOLE SPECTRUM HERBS

With our toll·free phone number and ~bsite, your family anc.J
friends can buy from )UUr re~tstry whether or nor they live here.
Plus, we will g1ve you and your wedding g1ft buyers friendly,
personal serv1ce not found m a bi~ department or discount store.
Come by and see how we are making tradition simple!
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such as SEVlS also could ultimately hun the
U.S. economy.
"The increasing difficulty of obtaining a
student visa is going to help countries like
the United Kingdom and Australia get the
foreign students that would normally be
coming here.'" Murphy said. '1'hat's a problem because international students contribute something like $ 1I billion to the U.S.
economy.''
So far the changes have had little effect on
Murray State's international program, and
no major effects are being predicted. Murphy said.
"Right now we have about 500 international students.'' Murphy suid. "Our enrollment over the past few years has been
increasing by about 20 percent. After 9-11
the numbers have stabilized, but we only see
SEVIS affecting very few of our international students, if any.''

NIEON IBIE&«:H

1-

.
All services free of charge.
~ Free Pregnancy Test
I;J Information About ALL Choices

304 Main Street
Murray, KY
759-5000

Toll Free Nationwide: 1-888-FOR MRJS
1-888-367-6757

pretntion: ·
The new time frames could also cause
prohlems for international students and their
advisers.
"If a student moves from dorm room I02
to 204. the University has 10 days to enter
that information into SEVIS or the student
could hnve problems with their status,"
Murphy said .
McCallon said SEVIS also poses many
budgetary problems for other colleges and
universities across the country.
"The financial burden will inevitably fall
to the educational institutions," McCallon
said. "To begin, the University has to pay
nearly $30,000 for a new computer system.
After that. SEVTS could cost arou'nd $5,000
to maintain annually. Some schools have
hnd to drop their international programs
because of the added eltpense.''
Murphy said new INS tracking measures

Hours

I 0% discount off fannlna Packaaes
and lotions wlfh MSU 1.0.

Mon. -nus.
8 a.m.- I 0 P.m.

Ai. &
8

81 2 Whltnell Drive

Sar.

Murray

a.m.- 9 P.m.

753-3333'

Cbsed SOOcli!lll

Always keep a shovel,
rake and water nearby
when burning debris.
REMEMBER, ONLY YOU CAN
PREVENT FOREST FIRES.

**~~··*···-···

LOCALLY GROWN ORGANIC PRODUCE
• Gourmet Salad Mix • Romaine l ettuce • Kale • Mustard • and More

Certified Organic Grapefruit; Valencia Oranges, Broccoli,
Cabbage. Yams, and Onions. Others available upon request.
Call us with your order, or come in and make your selection

Ill S. 4lh S1. . Murray, KY • (270) 75ntoo
Where every bride Is special
Hou~ : Monday·friday l 0·5, Saturday I0.2
BRIDE THlS MONTH

~No

Joining Feel

MSU Students
Pay only $150 per semester.
Welcome back Murray State!

The Center for Health & Wellness
offers
and
classes daily.
Experience the fun and energy!

Come in for the best p rices in town
A new yea r .. . A new Attitude

~~----------~--

Mention this ad and receive a
coupon for 1 FREE RPM or
BODY PUMP class1
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Call 762-IFIT for
more information.
.

MURRAY-~CXXJNTY l-ll)fl1M.

900 Coldwater Road Murray , KY 42071
Across from T ropics.

BODY

1

(270) 759-1100
Call today for an appointment.'
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8
this \veek
•friday

•Performance
Young Artist Piano
Concerto Competition, 1 p.m., Performing Arts Hall. Free
admission.

•sunday
•Bible Study - University Church of
Christ, 9 a.m.
•Bible Study - Chi
Alpha, 9:15 a.m., .
Elizabeth
College
back lobby. Rides to
the church of your
choice afterward.
•Bible Study
Murray
Christian
Fellowship
house,
7p.m.
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•Ticket Sales Begin
Jars of Clay, 9 a.m.,
SGA Office. $15 genenll public, $12 MSU
students with RaceTcard. Concert begins
at 7 p.m. Feb. 25 in
Lovett Auditorium.

•saturday

college life

When Adam Cecil, sophomore
from
Owensboro,
offered up a joke item on
eBay. he did not expect the
response he got. Now three
mailings of trash and $161
later, Cecil and eBay buyer
"Socksniffer" have forged a
partnership of junk.
The story began when Cecil
and hh suite mates decided to
rearrange their rooms at the
beginning of the fall semester.
"We put all the beds in one
room so we could have a hangout room," Cecil said.
The only problem with the
new arrangement was the
increase of visitors to the
"hangout room." Trash cans
overflowed daily because of
the large number of people
coming in and out. After taking pictures of the overflowing
trash, Cecil said he got an idea.
"I decided to type up a funny
description and list our trash
on eBay as a joke," Cecil said.
Cecil listed "A colorful
assortment of college dorm
trash!" on eBay on Nov. 6. The
minimum opening bid was set
at J cent, but Cecil said he set
the shipping charges at $25,
intending to indicate the listing
was only a joke.
However,
when
Cecil

to
Fleischman .
logged on to eBay a few days sent it
later, he said he was shocked Although Cecil said he
to see that someone had bid on thought that would be the end
his trash.
of it, it was not.
"I couldn't believe that
'' I received another e-mail
someone had actually bid on from (Fleischman) offering to
it," Cecil said. "I thought sure- ' buy my trash on a monthly
ly it was a joke, and they basis," Cecil said.
weren't going to pay."
The two worked out a deal
later, Cecil received an e· so that once a month, Cecil
mail from Matt Fleischman of would send his trash in return
Virginia. who goes by the for $50. He ~urrently has sent
eBay username Socksniffer, two shipments of garbage, one
asking him if he would be will- for December and one for Janing to sell the trash if the buyer uary.
did not pay. Cecil and FleisCecil said his curiosity
chman corresponded until the eventually caught up with him.
auction ended Nov. 13. The and he asked Fleischman why
winning bidder was "jive40" he wanted to buy the trash so
with a bid of $36. The total badly.
"He said that he figured I
fee, including shipping, was
$61.
needed the money for books
Jive40 did not pay for the and partying." Cecil said.
purchase, however. Cecil then "This guy bas either more
received another e-mail from money than he knows what to
Fleischman, who offered to do with or is just wrong in the
head."
match the winning bid.
Fleischman said he had been
"I left for the weekend, not
really thinking of it as more looking to buy trash for a
than n joke," Cecil said. while and decided to bid on
"When I returned on Sunday, I Cecil's particular item .
had an e-mail waiting for me
"I love to buy people' .~
saying that (Fleischman) had trash,"
Fleischman
said.
''"Trash is hard to buy on the
sent $61 to my account."
Cecil gathered together as Net. but he has the best trash
much trash as he could stuff so far .... When 1 get the trash,
into a padded envelope and I look through it to see what he

•monday

throws out. I then display it."
Fleischman said he had only
one problem with the trash he
has received from Cecil.
"Thete was one time when I
had to get rid of it because it
stunk up the whole house."
Fleischman said.
Despite Fleischman's satisfaction with his purchases, the
trash shipments have, for now,
come to a standstill.
"(Fleisehman} told me that
he needed to save every penny
he could now, but that he
would e-mail me when he
could afford the trash again.''
Cecil said.
For more of Cecil's trash
and for pictures, visit his Web
site:
http:/1216.249.174. 127:53/pics
/cash_for_trasb .

(Above right) Adam
Cecil, sophomore from
Owensboro, fills up a
padded envelope of trash
to send to eBay bidder
"Socksniffer." (Right)
The trash in Cecil's room
constantly overflowed,
prompting him to auction it on eBay.
Photos courtesy Adam Cecil
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n{)IflDI8,
DI9, DIS. DI8 A HOLE.
A HOLE AND WATCH IT 6ROW.

•Break
Martin
Luther King Jr. Day.
No classes.
•Ceremony - Memory and Legacy of Martin Luther King Jr., 10
a .m ., Curris Center
biillroom. Free admiss ion.
•March
Civil
Rights March, 10:30
a .m ., Curris Cehter
ballroom.
•Reception - Celebration of Martin
Luther King Jr., 6
p.m . Free admission.
•Movie - "Living the
Story: The Civil
Rights Movement in
Kentucky," 6:30p.m.,
Curris Center Theater.
Free admission.
•Speaker
Dr.
Gerald Smith speaks
on the Kentucky civilrights
movement,
7:30p.m., Curris Center Theater. Free
admission.

DI9, DIB, DIS ...

YOUNG ANO DAVID ROTHWELL

~

~ · ~~

Chris Schweizer

KEELHAUL
THIS TouaeN 6VY REAU.Y PUT
A LOT OF WORK INTO THIS
ELF LAN6UAGE. IT'S TRICkY,

THOUGH. I CAN'T EVEN FI6URE

MAYBE THAT'S BECAUSE
YOU'RE HOLDING THE
BOOK UPSIDEDOWN.

OVT THE F'I:RST PAGE.

•tyesday
•CAB
Campus
Activities
Board
meeting, 4:30 p.m ..
Curris Center Tennessee Room. All are
welcome.

ACROSS
I

5
10
14
15

•wednesday
•SGA - Student Government Associatton
Senate meeting, 5
p.m.. Curtis Center
Barkley Room. All
are welcome.
•Concert - Jennifer
Daniels, 6 p.m.,
Winslow
Dining
Hall. Free admission.

16
17

24
25
28
30
34
36
38
39

44

•Performance
Campus Lights, 8
p.m., Lovett Auditorium. $7 general admission, $5 students and
children.

69

Subject of a
rainy-day
rhyme
Military
installation
Gull-like seabirds
In the vicinity
Thin strip

70

Adhe~ive

71

substance
Openings

64

66
67
68

film
20
21
22

43

•thursday

Type o f pear
Pie nut
Money factory
Do-others
separator
Traditional
saying
Garfield's pal
Woody Allen

45
46
49
51
52
54

56
60

Derring-do
Cast-iron pan
Not by any
means
Mineral springs
Glossy fabric
Bird's bill
Ostentatious
Tickled
Skedaddle
Sib for sis
Womanizer's
organi£er
Self-e steem
Short sleep
Strike out
Poetic dawns
Brynner of "The
King and f"
Stand in a
studio
Switch
positions
Packs down
Superabundant
Humdrum

25
26
27

29
31
32
33
35
37
40
41

DOWN
2

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
18
19
23

Clinton
follower
Where the
drinks nre?
Luminary
Settler
Temporary
repair
Phonograph
inventor
Engine part
A month o f
Sundays
Narrow strips of
lund
Smackers
Sacred image
Adidas rival
Dry run
Train-set brand
name
Tears
Nicely said

42
47

Oregon's capital
Pedro's pal
Private
instructor
Sheep sound
Hautboys
Penned
Rube
Lion's lair
I ,400 in letters
Sound from a
hound
Maintain in
good condition
Using
e)l.p)osive:;
So far. no

48
50
53
55
56
57
58

59
61
62
63
65

Stuffed shirt
Voice box
Retinue
Old-fashioned
Barbecue
choice
Emphatic
typeface: abbr.
Mountain in
Thessaly
Flight member
Inkling
Tidal situation
Makes a
mistake
Packed-house
letters

The Weekly Crossword

Edited by wayne Robert Williams

TMSPuzzlae Oaal.cam

Last week's solution

~

l
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this \Veck
•music
l. Soundtrack - "8 Mile"
2. Norah Jones - ''Come
Away With Me''

3. Avril Lavigne- "Let Go''
4. Dixie Chicks- "Home''
S. Christina Aguilera
"Stripped"

•movies
1. Just Married
Starring Ashton Kutcher and
Brittany Murphy

2. The Two Towers
Starring Elijah Wood
3. Catch Me if You Can
Starring Tom Hanks and
Leonardo DiCaprio

4. Two Weeks Notice
Starring Sandra Bullock

S. About Schmidt
Starring Jack Nicholson
Source: Associated Press

Artists to perform at area venues
by Michael Driver
as!'i!'tant college

!if~

editor

Murray may not be a hot-andhappening spot for bands that
cater to the national stage. but
there are still plenty of concerts
for the discerning listener within
driving distance.
•In Kentucky. the hard-rocking
members of Saliva, known for
the just-released single "Click
Click Boom," will play at 8 p.m.
Jan. 21 at Jillian ':; in Loui~ville .
Tickets are $15 and can be purchased by phoning (502) 5899090. Styx. known for songs
such as "Mr. Roboto'' and "Come
Sail Away." will play at 7 p.m.
Feb. 8 at Freedom Hull, also in
Louisville, as part of the VH I
Classic Presents tour. Tickets are
$35-$40 and can be purchased by
phoning (800) 231 -8085.
•Southern 111inois University's

Carbondale
campus
will
bring in the
Grammy-nominated Ja Rule
and his trademark bark-rapping with a
guest appearance
from
Ludacris at 8
p.m. Feb. 15.
Tickets
an!
available
for
$32.50 from the
box office by
phoning (618)

453-5341.

• Nashville.
Tenn ., is the hub of musical
activity for this area. Bon Jovi
will appear at 7:30p.m. Feb. 14
at the Gaylord Entertainment
Center. Tickets cost $40-$60 and
can be obtai ned by phoning ( 615)

Summons··

2. Nora Roberts - "Truly
Madly Manhattan"

3. Robert C. Atkins- "Dr.
Atkins' New Diet Revolution"

4. Alice Sebold - ''The
Lovely Bones"

S. J.R.R. Tolkien -"The
Return of the King''
Source: Associated Press

•web site
Terrascrver.microsoft.com
This site is an online database
of satellite images taken all
over the United States. After
typing in an address, Tcrraserver pulls up a bird's-cye
view of the location.

779-2040. For a cheaper night,
check out Superdrag, the alternative bund behind the mid- '90s
single "Sucked Out." Superdrag
will perform at 9:30 p.m. Jan. 24
at the f:.xit/Jn. Tickets are$8. The

3340.

•For those into
something more
traditionally
Nashville. country legend Merle Huggard will
play the Ryman Auditorium on
Feb. 11. Tickets ranging from
$J2-$40 ca"n be purchased by
phoning (615) 889-3060.
•For those willing to go still

farther away, St. Louis affords
two more contemporary options.
Philadelphia hip-hop ensemble
the Roots will perform for $18 a
ticket at 8 p.m . Feb. 14 at the
Pageant. Its last album. "Phrenology," received rave reviews. The
music is characterized by jan
instruments and a drummer
instead of DJs and samplers. For
tickets, phone (314) 726-6161.
•On a different end of the
musical spectrum, Brit-rockers
Coldplay. a band with the critically acclaimed new album, "A
Rush of Blood to the Head," will
play at 7:30 p .m. Feb. 3 at the
Savvis Center. Tickets are $30.
For more information, phone

(314) 622-5400.
No mauer what one's musical
taste or willingness to travel,
there is live music in the area for
just ab<lUt everyone. from c lassic
country to rootsy hip-hop.

Exies album provides new face for rock
by Michael Driver

1. John Grisham- "The

mtv.com

Rappers Ja Rule (left) and Ludacris (right) will be performing
in Carbondale on .Feb. 15. A variety of other concerts will also
be held in the region during tbe next month.

Donna~.
now
seeing
"MTV
Total
Request
Live" play with
"Take It Off,''
will charge $15
for the set at
8:30 p .m. Feb. 3
at
the
same
venue.
Both
bands'
tickets
can
be • purchased by phoning (615) 321 -

assiswnt rollegc life editor
Popular rock music h; in need of fuel. Veteran radio heavyweights such as Creed have
been making contributions, but new faces
with staying power have been few and far
between. The Exies, a Southern California
rock quartet named after John Lennon's nickname for the existentialist art students in
Hamburg, Germany, may till in that gap with
the release of its first major-label album.
"Inertia."
Despite a name that conjures garage-rock
sounds of groups such a.-. the Vines. the Hives
and the Strokes. the Exics have a streamlined
and polished sound. The songs on "Inertia"
demonstrate a runge of topics within the field
of human i:ntemctions, from love to betrayal to
forgiveness.
At its slowest. "Inertia" sounds like a lessangst-ridden Matchbox 20 (no coincidence,
since producer Matt Serletic also produced
albums for Rob Thoma~ and company). However. hints of Linkin Park, Foo Fighters and
"One Hot Minute"-era Red Hot Chili Peppers
also are present.
Good production never changes the sound

of a band, it just highlights the strengths. Serletic's production on '·Inertia" docs just that.
Each song works as both a meaningful look
into the human condition and huckground
noise for driving down the highway.
The album stnrts fa~t and blasts through in a
refreshing 35 minutes. The first single, ''My
Goddess:· opens the album with n ripping
four-chord progression, and singer Sco11
Stevens is intense without ;o,acrilicing vocal
quality. The bursts of guitar during the verse
and the reverberating guitar riff during the
chorus all Jeud to a calming bridge before
n:building the pressure for the song's last
minute.
Like the roaring opener, each song on "Inertia" has its own sound. •·can't Relate." the
third track, is a rock anthem nlled with parudoxes, while "Calm & Collapsed'' bounces
between n solemn verse and heavy chorus.
Even when the verses are whispered, there is
power in Stevens· voice. and the music in the
background is like an animal wailing to be
uncagcd as it builds to the chorus.
The mo!-.t notable song is "to· Fi." No band
has done funk rock as well as it is done lln
"Lo-Fi" since the Chili Peppers released
"Gi~·e It Away.'' Stevens' rap is even striking-

ly similar in beat to Chili Peppers front-man
Anthony Kiedis' rap on "Coffee Shop.''
The songs· lyrics are good, but not spectacular. Love, suffering, forgiveness and confusion are all addressed here. While this may be
familiar territory. the songs are easy for the
listener to empathit.e with because of th~ uni•
versality of the themes.
Not everything on the album is great.
though. ·'Kickout," the fourth track, has
already been named the second single from
the album. II may have mainstream appeal
with its light guitars and pop sensibility. but it
is one of the weaker songs. lacking the inten·
sity that makes the rest of the album so excellent. However. despite its shortcomings.
"Kickout" is still a possible hit. There is some·
thing to be said when a band's bad music is
still listenable.
Everything on the album may seem derivative, but that is what radio-friendly rock has
always been. The Exies' members bring their
influences into one powerful sound, yet retain
a sense of freshness und modernity. despite u
reliance on the thematic and aural staples of
radio rock. The key is sounding familiar without sounding familiar for too long.
No tracks on "Inertia" lack single potential,

something that cannot be said for most cun·ent
releases.
Inertia i'> the tendency of an object, once in
motion. to stay in motion. The name is an
appropriate title for the album that will introduce the Exies to the masses. With the exposure already beginning. if the Exies start
rolling. this is one band that will be hard to
stop.
Grade: 8
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Sports editor Tech halts MSU at home 62-58
contemplates
career change
by Ama nda Lee

assistant sports editor

Ah, a new year.
Whether you're ready or not, 2003 is here and staring us right in
the face. meaning the slate 1n the sports world has been wiped clean.
The arrival of the new year can be a scary thought for some; however, for most, it is a chance to start over.
For this sports editor, 2003 may be a year to consider a job change.
Don't get me wrong. I am absolutely passionate about what I do. On
a week-to-week basis. I have one of the greatest jobs in that 1 have
an excuse to watch and follow every sport known to man.
Lately, however. it seems like there are some better opportunities
out there. For those of you who have never had experience on campus, I don't exactly get paid for the hours I put in. And while.J continue to pace Wilson Hall. picking up my measly paycheck every
other week, I constantly wonder if I should pack
my desk and try something new.
Sports Talk Where would I head. you ask? Let me offer
some possible alternatives.
My first trip from Murray State would be
straight to Akron, Ohio. This city of roughly
220,000 people is home to St. Vincent-St. Mary
High School. No, I'm not interested in teaching
just yet; however, SVSM is where I could find
Gloria James and her wonderful "mystery" job.
Apparently Ms. James' steal of a job affords
her the opportunity to buy her 18-year-old son a
$50,000 Hummer-2 SUV for his birthday. Gloria James' son is Lebron James, and just in case
you've been on sabbatical for the past few
months, Lebron is the high-school basketball
phenomenon who is predicted to be next year's
first pick in the NBA draft.
Chris
Since November, the "Lebron hype," as it has
become known, is sweeping the nation. The 6· Jung
foot-6 high-school senior is currently averaging
26 points per game and led his team, the Irish, to
"So that
the No. I ranking in high-school basketball.
makes Akron James is still extremely young, but seems to be
the perfect living far beyond his years. And with Lebron
his mother meeting with scouts and profesfirsl choice and
sional agents instead of college admission and
in searching registration officials, Lebron's amateur status
be in jeopardy.
for a new may
Recently, eyebrows raised when the world's
career. After most popular high-school athlete was seen cruismy job inter- ing the roads in his new Hum-V, a vehicle usually reserved for professional athletes making
VIeW In
seven figures. It seems that Gloria James found
Akron, I
the "perfect" job that gives her the credit to take
would turn out a finance loan for this luxurious purchase.
So that makes Akron the perfect first choice in
searching for a new career.
my car
After my job interview in Akron, I would tum
northeast
my car northeast toward New York and the
toward New National Football League offices. With my
biased opinions and occasional off-kilter judgYork and the ments,
I'd like to set up a meeting with NFL
National
Commissioner Paul Tagliabue about becoming
an NFL referee.
Football
Lately it seems as if everyone who can walk
and wear stripes at the same time applies. DurLeague
ing the NFC Wild Card, the San Francisco 49ers
offices."
overcame a nearly insurmountable lead with a
blistering second-half comeback and advanced
to the NFC Divisional Championship.
The final outcome. however, was determined by what the NFL
offices called "a mistake on their part." Several hours after blowing
one of the largest leads in football playoff history, the Giants were
informed that they should have received one more down after
Giants' offensive lineman Rich Seubert was blatantly pulled to the
ground while trying to catch a ball at the goal line following a
botched field-goal attempt.
Pass interference was called on San Francisco; however, the referee~ detennined that Seubert was an ineligible receiver downfield,
countering the other penalty and ending the game. Following the
outcome, it was discovered that Seubert had reponed prior to the
game and was eligible to be a receiver in a situation such as the one
that unfolded. Instead. the Giants were not given another shot at a
game-winning field goal and lost 39-38.
One week later, Head Coach Bill Cower and the Pittsburgh Steelers were the second victims to a questionable call by NFL officials.
With the score tied 31-31 in overtime and a chance to advance to the
AFC Championship. Tennessee Titans' field-goal kicker Joe Nedney lined up to attempt a game-winning 31-yard field goal. Unlike
the Giant~. the Titans got off an accurate snap, but the hold was poor
and Nedney missed wide right.
The controversy didn't begin until after the kick. Out of <lisgust.
Nedney seemed to spin around, flailing his arms. Meanwhile, Steelers' cornerback Dewayne Washington, already on the ground, rolled
into Nedney, knocking the kicker to the stadium floor.
Any guesses on what happened next? Cue the yellow flag.
A roughing-the-kicker penalty was called, giving Nedney and the
Titnns a second chance. Five yards closer and with another chance.
Ne<.lney did not disappoint and sent his second kick clear through the
uprights for a 34-31 victory
To clos~. I'm not really leaving this semester. rm comfortable
right here at my delik in Murray, connecting with you readers each
week . The previous scenarios are alternate options. however. in case
I'm fired after finishing tied for last in the NFL picks with my assis~
rant sports ec..litor.
'::hris Jung

i.~

sports editor for "The Murray Stare News.''
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Overall

Morehead State
TcnncsH•e-Martin
Eastt'TO Kentucky
Austin Pcay
Murray State
East(•rn lllinob
SEMO

4-0
2-0
2-2

9-5

Tenncs~Tcch
Tcnncs~ee State

9-4

1-1

1·7
8·5
8·5

1-2

5-9

1-2
1-2

6-8
8-8

1·3

2-11
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Jenny Hahn/The News

Murray State senior guard Khadija Head attempts a j ump shot
during Thesday's 62~58 loss to Tennessee Tech. Head had nine
points and three assists in the losing effort. .MSU is back in
action at 5:30 p.m. Saturday against Southeast Missouri State.

RaCer teams survive holiday run
by Nick Batts

....... .........
slaff writer

Despite a month away from the classroom, members oftheMSU men's basketball team kept busy during Winter
Break. The Racers played a total of nine
games over the break, wiMing five and
dropping four.
The Racets kicked off lhe vacation
period against the Auburn Tigers. The
Racers Jed the game for the fim 25 minutes. but the Tigers pulled ahead in the
early second half, cruising to a 72-53
victory. Junior guard Rick Jones and
junior forward Cuthbert Victor led the
Racers with 14 and 13 points, respectively.
The Racers won three-consecutive
games after the Auburn loss, beginning
with a win at Middle Tennessee on Dec.
16. Senior center James Singleton led
the Racers to a 79-72 victory with 21
points, I I rebounds, five assists, four
blocked shots and three steals.
The Racers returned home to the
Regional Special Event~ Center on Dec.
19 and scored their biggest win of the
season against Indiana State. 85-39. The
Racers put five playen; in double figures. Jones led the team with 18 points.
and senior forward Antione Whelchel
and junior guard Chris Shumate added
13 each.
The Racers closed out 2002 with a
big game, traveling to Memphis to take
on the Tigers, who were fresh off
defeating then-undefeated Illinois. Shumate and Singleton led the Racers with
12 and 10 point-;, respe~:tively, but the
Racers were unable to contain Chris
Massie, who led the Tigers with 19
point' and 12 rebounds. The Racers
were plagued by poor shooting, managing only 36 perc~nt from the floor. and
lost67-60.
The Racers bounced back with a win
on New Year's Day at home over Middle Tennessee. Shumate and Victor Jed
the way with 18 point'! apiece, and
senior guard Kevin Paschel chipped in
14 point<; and four assists.
Two of the next three games were
decided in the la..r second, and neither
outcome favored the Racers. The Racers

Ohio Valley Conference
Men's Basketball Schedule

Ohio Valley Conference ·
Men's Basketball Standings

1-1

The women's basketball team
came off a near miss against
Austin Peay on Saturday only
to fall four points short of Tennessee Tech on Monday night
at the Regional Special Events
Center.
MSU's senior forward Beth
Schnakenberg opened scoring
for the game with two free
throws, but MSU quickly fell
behind. TTU responded with 11
unanswered points and won the
game 62-58.
Although the first-half numbers for MSU and TTU were
close, TTU dominated the Racers in shooting percentage. The
Golden Eagleues shot 55.6 percent and 37.5 percent from 3point range compared to MSU's
34.5 and 16.7 percent,• respectively.
"We've just struggled offensively from day one.·· Racer
Head Coach Eddie Fields said.
"(TTU} shot 55 percent, so they
gained a lot of confidence in
that first half."
Freshman center Lori Trumblee was able to sink a layup
just before halftime to cut
ITU's lead to nine points with
a score of 34-25.
"At halftime 1 jumped them a
little bit about the intensity
level," Fields said. "(TTU) lost
a lot of momentum in the second half because we came out
and got after them."
Murray State's numbers
improved the last half of the
game. The Racers went on several scoring streaks to outscore
Tennessee Tech 33-28. but
were unable to edge past their
opponents for the win, despite
making their final 15 freethrow attempts.

''We just need to get 40 good
minutes in,'' Schnakenberg
said. "We always have good
parts, but we just don't do the
whole game. We just didn't
come out and do what we were
supposed to do today."
Schnakenberg led the game in
scoring with 21 points and led
her team with seven rebounds.
Senior point guard Khadija
Head was MSU's next highest
scorer with 10 points. Head also
added three rebounds and three
assists. Schnakenberg and Head
are the team's only seniors and
played 37 and 33 minutes,
respectively.
"They're playing a lot of minutes for us," Fields said. "(The
rest of the team is) growing and
getting better. We've got to
find five, .six, seven kids that
will get out there and run what
we ask them to run.''
The Austin Peay and Tennessee Tech losses were MSU's
first Ohio Valley Conference
games.
"It doesn't get any easier,"
Fields said. "We've lost two at
home, two close games, and
now it's time to go on the
road."
Murray State next plays at
5:30p.m. Saturday at Southeast
Missouri and Monday at Eastern Illinois.
"That' .s going to be a challenge for us. but we've played
well on the road," Fields said.
"You '11 always be upset you let
two get away at home."
Fields also said SEMO could
offer some surprises for MSU
with a new coach and many
new players.
"We've got to handle their
press,'' Fields said. "If we can
handle their pressure, we've got
a chance. ff not, it' 11 be a long
night."

Jan. 16
Austin Peay@ Tennessee Tl?(h, 7 p.m.
Tcnnessee·Martin @SEMO, 7 p.m.
Murray State@ Eastern Illinois, 7:10p.m.
Jan. 18
Morehead State@ Eastern Kentucky, 6:30p.m.
Tennessee-Martin@ Eastern illinois, 7:10p.m.
Austin Pcay @ Tenne:.see State, 7:30 p.m.
Murray State@ SEMO, 7:30p.m

Ryan

News

Murray State junior forward Cuthbert Victor goes for the slam
and two of his 13 points in the Racers' 64~52 victory o\·er TfU.
lost at Southern Mississippi 56-54 when
James Pattman hit a jumper with 0.9
second<> remaining. The Racers were led
by Paschel's 22 points.
The Racers returned to the RSEC on
Jan. 9 and defeated Tennessee Tech 6452. Murray was led by four players in
double figures: Whelchel with 14
points, Victor ~th 13, Singleton ~i£h
I I and Jones with 10.
Saturday featured a game with Austin

Peay, and me Racer.> were again defeated on a la,t-second ~hot in the ESPN2televise<.l event. Corey Gipson hit a 3pointer with 0.6 seconds left to give
Aw.tin Peay a 66·63 Up!'Ct win over the
Racers. Shumate led the Racers with 19
points and was joined in double figures
by Whelchel, who had 13.

Women's Basketbal
The MSU women's ba.,ketballtcam

Ohio Valley Conference
Women's Basketball Schedule

Ohio Valley Conference
Women's Basketball Standings
Eastern Kentucky
Austin Peay
Morehead State
SEMO
Tennessee-Martin
Tennessee Tech
Murray State
TcnnL>ssee State
Eastern llhnois

also was kept busy during the holidays,
playing eight grunes, winning two and
losing six.
The Racers traveled fO n81iona.lly
ranked W~tem KentucJcy on Dec. 14
and lost a dose game to the Lady Toppers 67-00. The Racers were led in scoring by senior forward Beth Schnakenberg with 17 points. She was joined in
double figures by sophomore guard
Brittany Parle and sophomore post RiQuita Thomas. with 14 and I 0 points,
re:;pectively.
"The Racen. next traveled to
Arkansas-Pine Bluff and came away
with a 61-58 victory. The R.a~o:er.. went
on a late run. scoring the final eight
points of me game. Three Ra<;en; tied
for the scoring lead, with Schnakenberg,
senior guard Khadija Head and freshman post Lori Trumblee all posting 12
points.
MSU stayed in Arkansas, but traveled to Little Rock to take on the Trojans. The Racers fell to UALR 61-55.
Schnakenberg, Park, and Trumblee all
hit double figures with 14, 12 and 10
points, respectively
MSU returned home to take on Troy
State, and fell to the Trojans Dec. 30 for
the second·!>traight game. Trumblee had
u huge game for the Racer.., scoring 22
points and grabbing eight rebounds, and
freshman forward Lind~y Comn
chipped in 10 points.
The Racers opened the New Year on
Jan. 4 al Chicago State. falling behind
17-0 early in £he game and eventually
losing 68-48. Trumblee and Schnakenberg led the Lady Racer.. with 14 nnd II
points. respectively, while Comn
grabbed a game-high I0 rebounds.
The Ra~rs broke their three·game
~kid Jan. 7, beating Indiana· Purdue· FOrt
Wayne 79-62 at the Regional Special
Events Center. Schnakenberg led MSU
with 24 points, shooting 6· tor- I I from
the 3-point line.
The Racers joined the men's team rn
losing a heartbreaker to Au1>tin Peay on
Saturday, 62-61. The Racers were
unable to grab the rebound on two
missed <Jlot~ anJ the Govs finally put
one in for the final score. &:hnakenberg
once again led the Racen. in scoring
with 20 points..

ovc

Overall

Jan. 18

4-0
2-0

12-4
9-3

3·1
2·1
2-1
1-3

10-5

Morehead State @Eastern Kentucky. 4:30 p.m.
Tennessee-Martin@ Eastern Illinois, 5:15p.m.
Austin Pcay@ TennCSSt't' State, 5:30p.m.
Murray State 0 SEMO, 5:30p.m.

0·2
0-3

4-9
2·10

0-3

1-12

8-5
5-9

6-8

Jan.20
Tennes~e St.ltC@ Morehead State,

4:30p.m.
Peay@ Tennessee Tech, 7 p.m.
Tennessee-Martin@ Southeast Missouri, 7 p.m.
Murra}· State@ Eastern lllin<>is, 7:10p.m.
Au~ tin
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Schnakenberg tops

OVC in scoring

Happy New Year! The members of the women's
basketball team want to welcome you all back to
campu1> und look forward to seeing you at the
RSEC on Jan. 25 and 27 as we play ho:.tto confer·
ence-rivals Eastern Kentucky and Morehead State.
After linishing up the fall semester with a team
GPA of 3.2, your Racers spent almost the entire
Winter Break in Murray to finish up the noncon·
ference schedule and prepare for the rigors of the
Ohio Valley Conference.
With the OVC season only a week old, the Racers have already turned ~me heads with outstand·
ing play on the defensh·e end of the coun by lead·
ing the league in defense. After tuning up for con·
ference play with a final nonconference vktory
against IPFW, we tCJok our young ream into il-; lirst
OVC competition Saturday agairu;t the two-time
defending OVC Champion Austin Pcay Govs.
Facing the presea,on pick to win the conference
did not fa1e your team: we came out of the block
with the confidence that ic; required to compete at
the championship level. The game wa<; well-played
and exciting to watch for everyone in the arena.
Although the Racers led at halftime by seven aml
for most of the game, Austin Pe~y won 62-61 as the
Racers missed a shot at the bua.er. The return of
OVC action ulso saw the return of 2002 OVC
Freshman of the Year and preseason all-conference
pick sophomore guard Rebecca Re111ington. Rem·
ington ha'i been out of action since the se~.--ond
game of the ~cason with a stress fracture.
After the tough battle against Au!>tin Peay, we
had to tum around and get ready for perennial
OVC-power Termessee Tech on Monday. Because
of a sluggish ~tan. we went into halftime with a
nine-point deficit. Tile interu.ity in the second half
wa<> at a much higher level, and we eventuully
pulled even. Despite shooting only 31 percent for
the game and going 3-of-18 from 3-point range,
MSU had the ball with an opponunity to send the
game into menimc on the last possession.
With a young team rcndy to take a step in a po~·
, itive direction, we hit lhe road this weekend for
games at Southeast Missouri and Eastern Illinois.
Coming off tv.o close losses at home 10 very good
teams, we take some measure of confidence thllt
when we play well we w.ill have an opportunity to
win again~! the best the league has to offer. Have a
great semester and continue to support and enjoy
Racer athletics!

Beth Schnakenberg,
senior forw<lrd for the
women's
basketball
team, is second in the
Ohio Valley Confcr<.>nce in scori ng w ith
15.8 points per game.
Schnakenberg scored
more than 20 points in
each of the Racers' last
three
games.
She
scored 24 points in
Murray State's win
over Indiana-Purdue·
Fort Wayne on Jan. 7,
20 points Saturday
against Austin Peay
and 21 points against
Tennessee Tech on
Monday.
The Racers are currently first in field-goa l
defense, second in scor·
ing defense and third in
3·point field -goal-percen tage defense and
defensive rebounds in
theOVC.
The team will play its
third conference game
at 5:30p.m. Saturday at
Southeast Missouri.

OVC commisssioner
resigns for Big 12
OVC Commissioner
Dan Beebe announced
his resignation this
week.
lk"<'be, who has been
commissioner
since
1989, accepted positions with the Big 12
Conference as nssociate
commissioner and chief
operating officer.
During his 13-year
OVC career, Beebe
worked to attain television packages for foot·
ball and basketball
games with ESPN and
fox Sporl" Net. He also

saw th~ additiowLfi.Y..e
schools to the confer-

ll

ence, including Southeast Missouri and Ten·
nessee-Martin.
Beebe has served on
the NCAA Management Council, was
chair of the I·AA Governance
Committee
and a member of the
Nomina ting, Professional Sports Liaison,
Athletics Certification,
Football l::;sues and J•
AA Football Committees.
Prior to his position
with the OVC, Beebe
was an NCAA enforcemen t representative.
Beebe's d u ties with
the Big 12 w ill begin
Feb. 10. The OVC p residents will appoin t an
interim commissioner
and begin the search
fo r Bc<>be's successor
today.

OVC Action
Men's Basketball
~n.

9
Morehead State 75
Eastern Illinois 71

SEM093
Eastern Ky. 77
Murray State 64
Tennessee Tech 52
bn. l l
Austin Peay 66
Murray State 63

UT-Martin 104
Tennessee State 86
Eastern Ky. 84
Eastern Illinois 85
Morehead State 77
SEM063
Jan. 13
Georgia State 107
Tennessee State 71

WPSD Ch. 6 to air
MSU-SEMO game

Jan. 14
Morehead State 86
IPFW73

The men's basketball
game against Southeast
Missouri on Feb.lS will
be aired by Paducah's
WPSD Channel 6.
This ls the secondconsecutive year the
station has aired the
conference matchup.
WPSO also aired last
season's matchup with
Southern Illinois.
The game wi ll take
place at 7 p.m. at the
Regional Special Events
Center. The game will
be rebroadcast by MSU
TV-11 at 10:30 p.m. feb.
15.

Tennessee Tech 93
Eastern Ky. 76
Women's Basketbal
Jan. 7
Murray State 72
IPfW62
bn. 9
UT-Martin 72
Tennessee Tech 62

Ryan Brooks/The News

Murray State senior guard Kevin Paschel d rh·cs fo r a layup during Saturday's 66-63 loss to Austin Pcay. Paschcl had three points a~ the Racers fell
to 1-J in Ohio Valle)' Conference play a nd 8·5 o\·erall.

Center recruits
players, volunteers

The threc·on·three ami facu lty/:;taff vs.
divisions.
basketball tournament ·Student
will
be held April 12· Teams may also regisThe Main Street
Youth Center is hold- 13. Several divisions ter by agE- ~:roup.
Organizations, busiing registration <tnd arc <lvailable for anynesses
and mdividual!i
volu n teer sign ups for one intere...;;ted in regisita 2003. '"'..ija,seJJ.ne,. tering, in ludmg re~J also are encour~ed to
vo1untccr for the event.
Biowo ut.
den~a1 collt>,ge, Greek

Jan. 13
Morehead State 75
Eastern Illinois 70

Eastern Ky. 78
SEM077

For rcgistr<1tion or
volunteer information,
phone the Mam Street
Youth Center nt (270)
753-8336.

Austin Peay 85
UT-Martln 71
Tennessee Tech 62
Mum11 State 58

Sports Bt:ieflv is compiled
1
bit nssista11t $port" tditor
Amtmcla Lee.

Source: OVCSports.c:om
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HOO 74'H.>670
W\\W,(OI'ltlllCnt.llx.COtn

MAI\.1' MORE MO'IIEYI l ·yc:ar cxperi·
t•n,'e w11h a CL1ss A CDL Jla}'li $.j7 per
mile! More expt•riertt'<! fl")'S more'

You <.le~crve thb' IIF.Ali'ILAND
EXPI<ESS I·I!OQ.4-il-49'i3 "'"""heatt·
landc:<tp~~ com

OWNER OPERATORS Tin:d of lugh
fuel ptll't's uttd incon'L,tc:nt nules?
l<oehl often; f~1d sur( hMH"' anJ
fuc:litin:Jp;tn' <.lb..·r)l<nl~. V..-ry C<>IliJ>ef
UIW lllilc.<).;l' JXIY Cull !lOQ..39.Hl·i81 Or
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from $7,000 12,500. ;tmfpm !502) 1139·
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REAL ESTATE
I.AKP. BARGAIN $24,900 Fm: W•;ered

boat slipt Gcl'ltly !>lopi~ lo~ke ••rew Jl3l"
\.'Cl w 1mc-e milt r.lf low mlhng me.tdows
& u-..·e~. AIMs nauunal forc.-Sl on ~5.0C•)

llrre "·,-r,•.trion;•l lake m T~nn P.l\'<.'d
rr>:l• [,, w~rt:r N."Wer 11nd more. P~xrt:l·
lmt fin.'lncrng. C.1U n<lW ),goo. 70431<;4, exr WI

llF.AUTIFUL 1'EXAS LANDl 20 arre:; 25
from

1100~1:-lG

EL PASO

Ro:r• 15, SUrvt"f\"~ rr:frn-nt~J. $9,995,
~n down, Sy<Jfluontlli)'. M•>lll'Y llacJ..
<.luamnK"e No Qu:Mying. Hi00·!l4.~
-.'i37 www.:;umc:tranchc.-s.com
NRWI LAKB LOC. HOME S79,900
llc'.lutiful m-w log home on larse bke
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77o-9311 <:XI. 800.
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Wl"lll fr:uu~: rep:urs. H!OO-OUHWtN ,
\\Ww.l-8(l().()U).I.SARN COM
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N<'U~ cl:ISSllic<.l" M!<1ion TI1.: dc-.tdline

f"'

L~ ' p.n1. Wo:dn•::>d.1y
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p.1pcr CJ:Lo;.,tficd• lllll~l he paid .<t the
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1n<>re ~nfomut1011.
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Free Music at Winslow!

YOUR SPRING SCHEDULE:
ENGLISH 101
CALCULUS 101
FILM 101

6 p.m . Wednesday, January 22,
2003
fEATURING

jENNIFER DANIELS

Rent 2 Movies, Get 1 FREE
with MSU 10.

WITH

)EFF NEAL
For More Info visit: www.jenniferdaniels.com
Sponsored by SGAICAB

Located inside
Wai-Mart.
C2003 Blockbuster lne

.....
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McPherson
NCAA violation in question
From Page 1
years, and that's the main reason why
they're allowing us to conduct our own
investigation."
Although McPher.-;on is still enrolled, his
athletic future remains undecided. Murray
State Sports Information Director Steve
Parker said McPherson will not participate
in athletics until the "matter in Florida is
resolved."
Pannunrio said McPherson would have
an immediate impact on the football field
and would most likely move into the start·
iog-quarterback role for the defending Ohio
Valley Conference Champions. He said
much thought went into the decision to go
after the quarterback and that he would be
excited to work with McPherson.
"When we saw Adrian become available,
we knew it was something that we just
couldn't pass up on,'' Pannunzio said. "We
did a lot of research on him. We called (former Murray State Head Coach) Mark Gottfried. the man who recruited him, and he
gave us the thumbs up. Adrian is intere:.ted
in what we're all about, and be's happy to
be here at Murray State."
McPherson played in nine games at
Florida State, starting the last four and winning three of them in the Atlantic Coast

Conference. He went 80-of-155 for 1,017
yards, including 12 touchdown~ and one
interception, at Florida State.
As a high-school ~nior, McPherson was
named Gatorade Florida Player of the Year,
made the 4A First Team All-State, threw
for more than 3,700 yards and 42 touchdowns and ran for 765 yards and eight
touchdowns.
During a recent press conference with
Irvin, McPherson said he felt betrdyed by
his former coaching staff for not working
with him on his situation and will never
play in a Florida State uniform again.
"I think they should have found out
everything that went on before they kicked
me off the team." McPherson said. "How
could I go back on the field and give my all
for someone who turned their back on me?"
For now, Adrian will continue to attend
classes at Murray State as the investigation
continues.
Irvin recently submitted a written plea of
not guilty to the felony and misdemeanor
charges that McPherson faces in connection
with the theft and cashing of the $3,500
check. McPher~on. who was unavailable
for comment at press time, is scheduled for
a Jan. 23 arraignment.
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Enrollment projection of 10,000 students
falls short of finalized attendance numbers
by MeUssa Kilcoyne ·
staff writer
Because of an incorrect enrollment projection by Jim Vaughan,
assistant vice president for enrollmcm management. the University
incorrectly advertised Murray
State's enrollment as exceeding
10,000 students la<>t fal l. The University later reported finalized
enrollment to the Council for
Postsecondary Education (CPE)
a'> 9,920 students in November.
A projection of I0,003 students
by Vaughan was based on num·
bers from the firSt several weeks
of school.
'1bc error wa-; mine," Vaughan
.said. "The first few weeks.
{enrollment) fluctuates. The fmt
few weeks looked a-; if we would
exceed our goal."
The goal for fall enrollment was
9,800 srudents.
'We exceeded our goal,''
Vaughan said. "We just didn't
exceed 10,000."
Vaughan said two reasons for
the missed projection were a

decrease in international enrollment from 472 students in the fall
of2001 to461 in the fall of2002.
He also decided not to include a
part-time graduate seminar that

-

.

jection in September and a final
enrollment count Nov. l.
"About mid-September we are
required to submit our best
guess," Harris said.

" I try to set a realistic, objective goal I fee l
we can actually meet. That was the figure
based on my best estimate at the time. "

Jim Vaughan

Assistant Vice President
for Enrollment Management

was counted in the past
"We legitimately could have
counted (the seminar)," Vaughan
said. "We just chose not to."
Vaughan said the enrollment
numbers calculated in September
are always a projection. A school
is not required to submit finali1.ed
numbers to the CPE until after
October.
Registrar Donna Harris said the
school is required to submit a pro-

To calculate a best guess. Harris said the dates from the current
year are compared to those from
the previous year.
''We compare years, and over a
period of days, we can see what
enrollment looks like," Harris
said.
Harris said the projections are
not complete in September
because of students changing
classes.

"In September there arc still
students being added to cla-;ses,
and that's why the numbers are
not totally senled," Harris said.
Vaughan said he strives for
accuracy when making an enrollment projection.
"I try to set a realistic, objective
goal I feel like we cun actually
meet," Vaughan said. "That was
the figure bao;ed on my best estimate at the time.''
Vaughan said even though the
University did not reach his projection, It reached a record for aUtime enrollment, fl!$t-tirne freshmen student enrollment and
African-American student enrollment.
After the enrollment numbers
were reported to CPE in November, the University released the
new numbers to "The Murray
Ledger & Times,'' and Vaughan
reported the ligures to the Board
of Regents.
Vaughan said the current goal
for next fall is 10.200. He also
said a 2-percent increase is projected for the next several years.
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Open 24 hours - 7 days a week
One stop shopping

We have a new program
just for yon. Bring your
student J.D. and your
Kroger plus card to our
front office and we will
enter your info into our
computer and then yon
will start earning dollars
toward a free 12 pack
of Pepsi products.
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A FID COU POII POl A 12 PACK OF PIPSI PRODUCT WILL
:;,t
Bl! ISS\JBO FOR IACH ACCUMULATIVI SlOO J>URCHASI.
...., RiDIEMABLi AT THI M\J.UAY. rr IIOGU STOll o •LT.
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lfOT I IDIIMABUI FOI CASH
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unique Mexican FOod · Dell sandwiches
cajun specials · salads · soups · BBQ
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SPI•D ARD IAI.

YOU HAVE EARNED
A FREE 12 PACK OF
PEPSI PRODUCT

"Home of the special Bean Roll"
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Clarence Dobbins Review

Let's go Krogering!
I
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Must be 21 to staY for the band!

r of 1Oth & Arcadia· 759-8866
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